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National strike ballot – vote YES/YES
The PCS ballot for strike action began on Friday 8 February and runs until Monday 4 March. By the end 
of this week, all members should have received ballot papers. We are urging all members to ensure 
that you cast your vote – and to vote YES to strike action, and YES to action short of strike.
Pay
PCS has called for a minimum pay rise of 5% or £1,200 (whichever is greater) for all civil servants. This 
is the average amount that civil servants have lost as a result of austerity pay, according to a survey 
jointly conducted by PCS and UNITE the Union.
We are all feeling the pinch. Whilst our pay has been frozen, or (for AA and AO grades) risen by what  
amounts to less than a tenner a month, the cost of living has continued to increase. It's not been a 
severe and instant change, but over time the same amount of money no longer stretches as far as it 
used to. We're able to spend less, and even on necessities we find ourselves having to prioritise.
This is set to continue until at least 2015. You can get an idea of what's to come by using the PCS 
austerity pay calculator at: http://www.pcs.org.uk/en/resources/pay/austerity-pay-calculator.cfm
Pensions
We all know the mantra by now: work longer, pay more and get less. We're already paying more in 
contributions,  and  further  increases  are  due  this  year  and  next.  Moreover,  with  the  government 
scrapping the state second pension, those of us in occupational pension schemes will be paying more 
in National Insurance too. All of which only adds to the pay woes described above.
The retirement age is going up to 68, but the government has admitted that further increases are on the 
way – it's  estimated that  those being born today will  be working until  they're  80!  And then what? 
Already,  excluding the highest  earners (i.e.  not  us!)  the average civil  service pension is  a meagre 
£4,200 a year – that figure will only go down and the number of us facing poverty in retirement will 
increase.
Terms and conditions
As if struggling to make ends meet and working longer and paying more to get less in retirement wasn't 
enough, our rights at work are being ripped up too.
The government's benchmarks for changes to terms and conditions include slashing sick pay, removing 
privilege days and making it so that we could be forced to move to any office and any department 
around the  country  if  they  deem it  “reasonable.”  Not  to  mention  reviewing  a  whole  host  of  other 
entitlements such as flexi and policies such as performance management and travel and expenses.
HMRC's first (now withdrawn) proposal to PCS accepted all of the government's benchmarks and went 
further – such as wanting to take unsocial hours payments off evening and weekend workers.
Even if some of the detrimental changes being discussed are removed or watered down, it's clear that 
the Cabinet  Office will  be pushing changes to our working conditions. And not  improvements, only 
reductions. We can also be sure that, if we accept any changes now, there will be more to come further 
down the line.
The alternative – vote to fight back
PCS are balloting to strike over these issues. Active members and reps are pushing for a sustained 
campaign that can force the government to the negotiating table on our terms. Bootle Taxes Branch is 
proud to have been part of this, joining protests on 14 and 30 November that spurred the National 
Executive Committee into action.
Now we need to ramp up the pressure on the government. Our pay, pensions and rights at work are all 
at stake. Let's deliver a strong mandate. Vote YES to strike action, YES to action short of a strike.
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